State Bar explores state, federal legislation to forestall immigration fraud

By Don J. DeBenedictis

By this time next month, the State Bar will likely be pushing bills in both the Legislature and Congress aimed at preventing lawyers from ripping off immigrants applying for help under any new federal immigration reform law. Fraud against people seeking green cards or asylum already is rampant, according to experts in the field, and incidents shoot up with every hint of deferred action or other relief. Most believe that will only grow worse if lawmakers adopt comprehensive immigration reform.

The State Bar, said President Patrick M. Kelly, is "trying to get ahead of the problem."

"If you just look at the number of immigrants in California ... who could be taken advantage of ... we need to do something," Kelly said.

Estimates are that a reform law would cover 3 million to 4 million immigrants in California and that several hundred thousand could end up targets of fraud, according State Bar Executive Director Joseph L. Dunn,

And if hundreds of thousands more immigrants file discipline complaints against their lawyers, the State Bar itself could be hurt, Dunn said. "The potential numbers could paralyze our discipline system and put our Client Security Fund in jeopardy."

The fund reimburses clients whose lawyers have stolen from them.

'We know we have to move quickly.' - Joseph L. Dunn

But the bar's anti-fraud effort faces two problems. The first is how to craft laws and rules that make it harder for a lawyer or other immigration practitioner to take advantage of someone unfamiliar with the U.S. legal system.

The second, more immediate problem, is whether any state can impose laws or rules to regulate how federal immigration law is practiced. That is, would a California statute to control California immigration lawyers be pre-empted by federal law?

On that front, Dunn is exploring whether an "anti-pre-emption" amendment could be added to pending reform legislation in Congress. Dunn told a bar meeting last month that he had raised the possibility of such an amendment with Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano, who said she was open to the idea. He said the
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In an interview last week, Dunn said UCI School of Law immigration expert Jennifer Chacon was advising the bar on the pre-emption issue.

"We will eventually reach out to the Legislature and Congress when we have reached conclusions about pre-emption and the regulatory scheme," he said.

"We know we have to move quickly," he added. "I suspect our board will address [this] at its July meeting."

Under its rules, the bar cannot take any formal action on legislation without approval from its Board of Trustees. The board next meets on July 18 and 19 in Los Angeles.

On the remaining problem - what the new state laws and regulations might contain - the bar has the advantage of having gone through something like this before. One reason Kelly wants the bar out in front of looming immigration fraud is what happened when thousands of homeowners facing foreclosure were ripped off by lawyers offering exaggerated promises of mortgage modifications.

This time it wants to be ready, he and Dunn said.

One legislative response to the loan modification crisis was SB94 of 2009, which prohibits anyone, including lawyers, from collecting advance fees for mortgage modification work. But the law has been criticized for effectively driving honest lawyers out of the modification market, leaving only fraudsters.

So to head off immigration fraud, Dunn said the bar is exploring rules that would permit advance fees but require them to be held in client trust accounts. The immigration practitioner then would be allowed to withdraw fees only in stages, as different steps in the client's application process were completed.

Under the bar's idea, fees would not be limited but the "drawdown" of them would be, so as to "minimize running off with them," Dunn said.

He said the legislation might also require fee agreements between immigrants and practitioners to be in writing.

Although the State Bar probably could only enforce new rules against lawyers, the legislation being considered also would cover immigration consultants, notarios and other nonlawyers, he said.

A remaining question is whether state legislation could target those who have already charged high fees to immigrants worried about pending reforms.

"The bar has become aware that there are attorneys actively soliciting funds in connection with the proposition that there's going to be a new immigration law," Kelly said.

Some are even charging clients now for the application and penalty fees the reform law presumably will contain, according to Dunn.

"There are lawyers who are collecting advance fees now," he said. "Should we ask the Legislature to do something about that?"

Mary Beth Kaufman, who is on the board of the American Immigration Lawyers Association's Northern California chapter, said these early bar proposals sound reasonable.

Calling for trust accounts and drawdown limits "seems like an extension of an already existing requirement," said Kaufman of the Law Offices of Stanton & Kaufman. "There could be some resistance by small [firm] attorneys who generally charge flat fees."

But most lawyers in the field will support "steps intended to ensure that clients are not being taken advantage of," she said.
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And she heartily endorsed additional regulation of nonlawyers. "I think attorneys in general ... are concerned about notario fraud."

Judy London, directing attorney of Public Counsel's Immigrants' Rights Project, said all levels of government - including the State Bar - must do more with current laws to pursue people preying on immigrants. But she too supported the bar's ideas.

"I think it's a really positive sign that people are thinking about [fraud]," she said.

"Anyone in this business even for a little while has seen the harm. ... Immigration lawyers are definitely on board with trying to address the issue."

Kelly agreed. "We should leave no stone unturned in our public-protection mission."
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